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Abstract. In this paper, we proposed OOK wake-up receiver (WuR) with the
sampling technique. In this method, the power consumption of RF envelope detector,
which is the most power hungry component in the receiver, is greatly reduced by the
signal-level duty cycling (or sampling), and the original OOK modulated IF signal is
recovered by a designed active IF bandpass filter, which consume only micro power.
Using this novel method, a new wake-up receiver with the high sensitivity and the low
power consumption is designed and implemented. According to our test, the lowest input
RF power that the OOK modulated signal can be recovered is -70dBm, which is almost
same as the sensitivity of envelope detector LT5538. Meanwhile, the power
consumption of our WuR is about 310μW.
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1 Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been recognized as an enabling technology for a
large variety of applications, including smart homes and cities, agriculture, transportation,
health and fitness, entertainment, and structural health monitoring [1]. Reducing the
communication power consumption of WSN nodes is important, as the radio transceiver is one
of the components with the highest power consumption. Optimizing the power consumption of
the wireless transceiver can free up power budget to add much more functionality. In addition,
since the battery size is the decisive factor for the entire size of battery, operated systems, low-
power circuits could enable smaller batteries and lead to miniaturization required by many
applications such as wearable WSNs, medical body area networks and implantable devices.

To establish communication, two radios (the receiver and the transmitter) need to be
synchronized as a message can be received only if the radio is in its listening state, and idle
listening consumes significant power. Hence, a significant design effort is required to alleviate
this power waste. To reduce communication power consumption, several techniques have been
proposed [2]-[7] for lowering or eliminating the power wasted due to idle listening of the
transceiver. Duty cycling is a common technique to reduce the idle mode energy consumption
which consists of switching from listening mode to sleep mode [2]. However, while duty
cycling helps save power, it can severely limit the network reactivity as the radios are OFF (or
in the sleep state) and they cannot receive messages. Different from general duty cycling
receiver, bit-level duty cycling receiver samples only a portion of each transmitted bit to reduce
the power consumption of RF front end [8]. The paper [9-10] designed a logarithmic power
detector based WuR with the bit sampling technique, obtaining sensitivity of -77dBm. In this
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paper, we proposed a signal-level sampling wake-up receiver, whose power consumption can
be dynamically adjusted by MCU. Furthermore, we proposed an active IF filter to recovery the
original continuous IF signal from the samples of the output of RF envelope detector. The
attenuation caused by sampling can be alleviated by an IF amplifier, which consumes only
micro watt power due to its low frequency. Therefore, the overall power of WuR can also keep
in several micro watts by the duty cycling (or sampling) the high-power component RF
envelope detector. According to our test, the lowest input RF power that the proposed WuR can
successfully recovery the OOK modulated signal is about -70dBm, which is almost same as the
sensitivity of envelope detector LT5538. Meanwhile, we could calculate the power
consumption of WuR is about 310μW.

The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the description of the proposed
WuR with sampling, mathematically analyze attenuation of the output of the IF bandpass filter.
Section 3 presented a simulation design of IF filter, and conducted the hardware experimental
test to evaluate the performance of the proposed WuR. Finally, the conclusion remarks were
given in Section 4.

2 The proposed OOKWuR

2.1 The description of the proposed OOKWuR

We proposed a new WuR with sampling technique, which is shown in Fig.1.
The OOK modulated RF signal is chosen as the input of our WuR. In our WuR, the

envelope detector is enabled only short duration � every period T. Then the output of our
envelope detector is the samples of original demodulated OOK signal, which is shown in Fig.2b.
After the bandpass filter with a proper setting and the comparator, the original OOK signal can
be recovered.

Fig. 1. The architecture of WuR.

By signal-level sampling the envelope detector, which is the most power hungry
component, the overall power of WuR is greatly reduced. After an bandpass filter and an IF
amplifier, the original OOK signal is recovered from the samples with limited power
consumption. Therefore, compared with the tuned RF receiver, the proposed wake-up receiver
is able to demodulate OOK signal with much lower power consumption.

2.1 The Theoretical Analysis

Let S(t) denote the periodic square wave signal with period T, Sp(t) denote the periodic
pulse signal with period Tp and pulse width �. The output of envelope detector can be expressed
as follows.
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Let ( )sF w be the Fourier transform of ����h, ( )S w denote the Fourier transform of S(t).
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Combining (3) and (4), we have:
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When 1 / 2 /pT T , by using a perfect bandpass filter ,we can recover ����h.
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Thus, by using a proper bandpass filter, we could recover original signal. As we can see
from equation (6), the strength of the recovered signal is related with duty cycle of the signal
Sp(t), which is the ratio between � and T. By decreasing this ratio, the average power of
envelope detector is reduced, however at the same the amplitude of the recovered signal is also
decreased. Nevertheless we could use low power IF amplifier to enlarge the recovery signal
since its frequency is not high.



a. The output of the envelope detector without sampling b. The output of the envelope detector with sampling

Fig. 2. The output signal of the envelope detector comparison between with and without
sampling.

3 The Simulation and Experimental Results

We use TINA-TI software simulation tools provided by TI company [13] to simulate the
active filter. We design a bandpass filter with cut-off frequency of 3Khz to filter out the alias
frequency of the sampled signal. The designed active bandpass filter is shown in fig.3.

Fig. 3. The active IF bandpass filter.

It is worth noting that the output impedance of envelope detector in our WuR changes over
time. The output impedance of LT5538 is 150Ω when it is enable and is 30�Ω when it is off
[11]. These changes can significantly impact the characteristic of designed filter. In order to
eliminate this influence we add a signal follower in front of IF active filter to stabilize the input
impedance of designed bandpass filter. Its frequency characteristic of our designed filter is
shown in Fig.4. We can see that it has -3db gain at point A where the frequency is 7HZ and
point B where the frequency is 3KHZ. The purpose of filtering out low frequency signals below
7HZ is to avoid excessive DC voltage caused from the envelope detector. On the other hand,
filtering out low frequency signals avoids DC voltage changes due to communication distance
changes. The purpose of filtering out frequency signals above 3KHz is to recover IF signal.

Furthermore, we conducted the hardware experiment to evaluate the proposed idea. We
adopted LT5538 as the RF envelope detector, which has the sensitivity of -71.5dBm at 880
MHZ. It consumes 29 mA current at active stage, while consumes 1μA at disabled stage.
LMV551 is chosen to compose bandpass filters. It consumes 49μA at 3V. MSP430FR5969 is
chosen as microcontroller in our WuR. It consumes 210μA at 3V when it is active, and only
0.4μA at low power mode 3 where only auxiliary clock is on. One of its IO pin is connected to
the enable port of LT5538 to control its working stage. The output of filter is connected to
another pin in our microcontroller. The measurement setup shows in Fig.5.



Fig. 4. The frequency characteristic of active filter

Fig. 5. The measurement setup.

In this simulation, the RF signal generator creates the 1kbps OOK modulated signal. We
samples the envelope detector LT5538 by a rectangular pulse signal with a frequency of 4 kHz
and a pulse width of 1μs, which is shown in Fig.6. It means that power consumption of RF
envelope detector is 1/100 of the original power. This sampled signal is selected as the input of
our designed filter. Fig.7 shows output of the filter. Finally, the recovered signal is shown in
Fig.8. The designed filter successfully recovered the original signal from its samples as
analyzed earlier in this article.

As you can see from our test, OOK signal is successfully recovered. Now we analyze the
power of the proposed WuR in our implementation. In this paper we only consider the power of
RF front end, since it is most power hungry part of the receiver. Let Pea and Pei be the power of
envelope detector in active stage and inactive stage, �� be the power of filter, �t be the power
of comparator. We assume that � � �

��
� Then the power of our WuR can be expressed as:
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If we set  =1μs, n = 4 and we select the hardwares in Table 1, we could easily calculate
the power consumption of WuR is about 310μW.



According to our test, the lowest input RF power that the proposed WuR can successfully
recovery the OOK modulated signal is about -70dBm, which is almost same as the sensitivity
of envelope detector LT5538.

Table 1. The hardware powers.

Hardware Power(active) Power(idle)
Active filter LMV551[12] 111μW 111μW

Envelope detector LT5538[11] 90mW 3μW
Comparator TLV3691[14] 152nW 152nW

Fig. 6. The sampled OOK signals. (-60dbm input)

4 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed wake-up receiver with the sampling technique. In this method,
the RF frontend component power consumption is greatly reduced by signal-level sampling.
On the other hand, the original IF OOK modulated signal is recovered by a designed active
bandpass filter with limited power consumption. By this method, the overall power
consumption of the receiver is greatly reduced without lowering the sensitivity. Using this
new method, we implemented the OOK wake-up receiver with the off-the-shelf components.
According to our experimental results, the implemented wake-up receiver can consume only
less than 310uW and achieve a -70 dBm sensitivity.



Fig. 7. The output of the filter amplification. (-60dbm input)

Fig. 8. The recovered signal. (-60dbm input)
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